Reading with Infants and Toddlers

Reading with your baby is a one-on-one activity that you can turn into special time. Not only will you inspire a love of books from infancy, but this is an important way to grow a baby’s vocabulary.

Reading with Babies

- Make reading together a close cuddly time. Reading before bed may be the perfect time to hold your baby on your lap and cuddle together while you read.

- Don’t worry about reading a book start to finish. It is great if you can, but if your child wants to stop and hold or chew on the book, that is okay. That is another way infants take in information about their world.

- You don’t need to read the book, you could point and name pictures in the book or make up your own story.

- Increase the length and complexity of books as your child shows interest. By about one year of age, some babies will enjoy hearing a short book with a storyline.

How to Choose Books for Babies

- Books for babies should be easy for them to hold and manipulate.

- Books in heavy cardboard (board books), cloth, plastic or even wood are popular and hold up to a baby’s use.
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